S1. List of DNA sequences and domain designs
. List of all DNA sequences used in this study. All DNA sequences were designed using Nupack web server to minimise secondary structure and misfoldings. TAC CTT CAC CTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT GTG TT  C AAT TCC AAC   I1-a4-b9: TAC CTT CAC CTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT GTG C  TT C AAT TCC AAC   I1-a4-b6: TAC CTT CAC CTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT GTG C  TT C AAT TCC   I1-a5-b9: TAC CTT CAC CTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT GTG AC  TT C AAT TCC AAC   I1-a6-b9: Refer to I1-S10  I1-a6-b7: TAC CTT CAC CTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT GTG ACC  TT C AAT TCC A   I1-a6-b5: TAC CTT CAC CTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT GTG ACC TT C AAT TC   I1-a6-b4: TAC CTT CAC CTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT GTG ACC  TT C AAT T   Initiator 2  (I2-length of  domain a)   I2-a3: GCC CTT ACT CC CAC TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT CAC  CAT CCA CTC   I2-a4: GCC CTT ACT CC G CAC TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT CAC  CAT CCA CTC   I2-a5: GCC CTT ACT CC GT CAC TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT CAC  CAT CCA Figure S1 . Leak I could be further decoupled into types of leakages: (1) initial due to oligonucleotide synthesis defect (grey region), and (2) asymptotic defect due to spurious hybridization (blue region). The former was characterized by an initial signal burst while the latter was characterized by a steady growth of noise over time. cannot release the reporter signal. On the other hand, defects on Q can expose sites on the F-Q complex for strand displacement by I2 to form a more thermodynamically-stable I2-F product. In our work, however, we did not consider defects in internal sites due to the inherent randomness in their position.
S3. Other Designs to Suppress Asymptotic Leakage in Leak I
We conceptualized three other designs to combat the asymptotic leakage in Design 1 ( However, the positive signal generated in presence of ST was heavily penalized in Design 2 due to the unfavourable strand displacement kinetics across a four-way junction ( These observations were confirmed using gel electrophoresis in junction with HCR readout to amplify the minute amount of circuit leakage (Fig. S3d) . 
S5. Role of domain b* as the de facto reporter toehold
We argue that that domain b*, which is the actual toehold designed to trigger the reporter signal, should be kept at a kinetically functional length (≥ 6 nt) to achieve decent signal-tobackground (S/B) ratio (4) . The underlying assumption is that while strand displacement can be triggered by dynamic toehold binding (a non-equilibrium event), the intermediate complexes receiving the incoming strand should be sufficiently stable at equilibrium. This is based on the understanding that a simultaneous three-entity collision leading to meaningful product formation is an extremely rare event.
We consider the case where the length of domain b* is greater than that of domain a*, which is now constrained to ≤ 5 nt ( Figure S6a ). Under this constraint, no I1-I2 complex forms at equilibrium for domain a* < 5 nt under the reaction condition specified in this work according to Nupack simulation (1). In the presence of the split target (ST) strand, the local concentrations of I1 and I2 increase significantly resulting in the higher probability of them associating momentarily at domain a* to form a high level of the proper ST-I1-I2 assembly (major product). The trade-off is that a stable intermediate complex can form between I1 and F-Q at domain b* (minor product) from which domain a* now serves as the new reporter trigger toehold. However, due to the short length of domain a*, the kinetics of strand displacement is slow and equilibrium yield is low.
Conversely, the length of domain b* can be shortened such it is shorter than domain a* ( Figure S6b ). This disrupts the formation of any stable I1-F-Q complex. However, due to the short length of domain b*, strand displacement of the reporter signal is kinetically slow. At the same time, a relatively significant amount of stable I1-I2 complex are present at equilibrium. This implies that the effect of additional association due to the increased local concentrations of initiator strands in the presence of ST is less pronounced.
From the above analysis, we infer that having a longer domain b* length than domain a* length is preferred under the constraint that domain a* should be kept sufficiently short, i.e.
<5 nt, such that I1-I2 complex does not exist at equilibrium. We further support our logical argument using an experimental example involving two cases where the lengths of domains a* and b* were interchanged between 4 nt and 6 nt ( Figure S6c ). When the length of domain b* was longer than domain a* (as in Figure S6a ), discernible level of signal was generated over the background. Conversely, when the length of domain a* was longer than domain b* (as in Figure S6b ), both signal and background were generated at a similarly low level. These experimental observations were in line with our expectations stated above. Hence, both the logical argument and experimental results reinforced the importance of keeping the de facto toehold, domain b*, at a sufficiently long length (≥ 6 nt) to ensure good signal-to-noise ratio. configuration resulted in appreciable signal generated in presence of ST whereas for the latter case, both signal and background were generated at a similarly low levels such that they could not be differentiated. The concentration of all DNA components (F-Q, I1, I2 and ST), added whenever relevant, was 100 nM.
